
n  Provided extra training to workers who did 
poorly on quiz    

 Date: _____________________________
n Observed workers   
 Date: _____________________________
n Refresher training    
 Date: _____________________________

n Other (describe)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Date: ________________________________

for the leader

BEFORE THE TALK           PREPARATION TIPS AFTER THE TALK CHECKLIST

Date: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Location: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Meeting conducted by: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MEETINg wAS ATTENDED by: Each participant is to sign below, for record kept on file.
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Answers to T201802-02 Quiz: 1. Flat on the back 2. False, 3. False, 4. Any two of the following: unconscious, no pulse, not breathing, 
going blue.
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1 Pass around the Attendance Sheet.

2 Check who has current CPR training. 

3 Discuss site-specific first aid and emergency response procedures, 
including on-site first responders. 

4 Helpful link: http://cpr.heart.org/AHAECC/CPRAndECC/
AboutCPRFirstAid/CardiacArrestvsHeartAttack/UCM_473213_Cardiac-
Arrest-vs-Heart-Attack.jsp 

5 Show this picture: https://c1.staticflickr.com/4/3254/2662631339_
a768291747_b.jpg  
Ask: Why am I showing you this picture?

http://cpr.heart.org/AHAECC/CPRAndECC/AboutCPRFirstAid/CardiacArrestvsHeartAttack/UCM_473213_Cardiac-Arrest-vs-Heart-Attack.jsp
http://cpr.heart.org/AHAECC/CPRAndECC/AboutCPRFirstAid/CardiacArrestvsHeartAttack/UCM_473213_Cardiac-Arrest-vs-Heart-Attack.jsp
http://cpr.heart.org/AHAECC/CPRAndECC/AboutCPRFirstAid/CardiacArrestvsHeartAttack/UCM_473213_Cardiac-Arrest-vs-Heart-Attack.jsp
https://c1.staticflickr.com/4/3254/2662631339_a768291747_b.jpg
https://c1.staticflickr.com/4/3254/2662631339_a768291747_b.jpg
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Fundamentals of First Aid: CPR
What’s at Stake?
If a person suffers from a heart 
attack, sudden cardiac arrest, or other 
medical condition where they are no 
longer breathing or their heart stops 
working, quick action is a must.   

What’s the Danger? 
The blood carries oxygen and the 
heart pumps the blood and oxygen 
throughout the body. The lack of 
oxygen can cause brain damage in only 
a few minutes and a person may die 
within eight to 10 minutes. Carrying 
out cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR) manually pumps the heart, 
keeping the blood flowing around the 
body and to the brain. Doing rescue 
breaths raises the oxygen levels, which 
is vital for reducing brain damage. 

It can take many minutes for 
emergency medical support (EMS) 
to arrive and CPR must be carried on 
until the paramedics arrive. 

How to Protect Yourself 
1. Know the safety basics

 � Call 911 immediately you notice 
someone has collapsed.

 � Assess the scene.

 � Proceed with care only if it’s safe to 
do so.

2. Know the signs

 � Unconscious - they will not be 
responding to you talking to them 
or touching them.

 � They have no pulse.

 � You cannot feel their breath when 
you put your cheek near their 
mouth.

3. Not trained, but in the know

 � Lay the person on his or her back.

 � Carry out hands-only CPR.

 � Uninterrupted chest 
compressions of about 100 a 
minute until paramedics arrive. 

 � Compressions are repeatedly 
pressing hard down on the 
lower middle of the person’s 
rib cage (the sternum or 
breastbone) and releasing. 

 � This presses down on the heart 
to keep it pumping and also 
causes suction, so the person 
‘breathes’ and gets some 
oxygen to the lungs and  blood.

 � Sing ‘Stayin’ Alive’ by the Bee 
Gees in your head to get the 
rhythm.

4. Trained and ready to go

 � Start CPR with 30 chest 
compressions.

 � Check airway for obstructions. 

 � If airway clear, start doing rescue 
breathing.

 � If airway blocked, carry  out mouth 
to nose rescue breathing. 

 � Now continue with 30 
compressions to 1 rescue breath 
until the paramedics arrive. 

5. Trained but rusty

 � If you’ve previously received CPR 
training but you’re not confident 
in your abilities, then just do chest 
compressions at a rate of about 
100 a minute. 

 � Continue until EMS personnel 
arrive.

6. Do not use this approach on 
newborns.

Final Word 
Carrying out CPR correctly can make 
a huge difference to the outcome for a 
person suffering from a cardiac arrest. 
Even if you are not trained, knowing 
how to do chest compressions until 
help arrives, is essential.

HANDOUT
First Aid  T201802-02

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. In what position should you lay 
a person, so you can carry out 
CPR?

   

   

   

2. You should do 30 rescue 
breaths to 1 chest compression.  
 True     False

3. You only need to do CPR for 8 
minutes.  
 True     False

4. What are 2 signs that someone 
needs CPR? 

   

   

   

What Would You Do?
You are busy working away and 
hear a shout from a colleague. 
When you look, the site foreman 
is on the ground not moving. You 
race over, shouting his name. 
When you get to him you shake 
him but do not get a response.  
What would you do?

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Meeting materials to go: 
Safety meeting materials such as 

presentation tips, PowerPoint 
presentations, quiz answers and more are 
downloadable at www.SafeSupervisor.com


